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Elect Stephen Whitaker as Mayor of
Montpelier

I believe it is high time to be fiscally conservative with any expenses that would
raise the tax rate and work to substantially lower taxes. We need to reject the
proposed budget in order to begin this change. We also need a new, accountable
and honest City manager. Then wisely, through proper planning, forecasting and
diligent management, spend the influx of federal dollars on projects that we can
sustain and that will enhance our quality of life, while prioritizing progress on long
neglected infrastructure maintenance and human needs.
I will focus my own, our new City Manager and the City Council's attention on
seven key areas.
Budget Issues and Citizen Engagement
Relax/eliminate two-minute time limit on public comments when constructive
or informative
Rewrite budget from the bottom up, moving forward on East State Street
project only
Restore Rational Priorities in participatory budget design process and
development
Implement Zero-Base budgeting to identify and eliminate/jettison wasteful
spending
Renew, Restore, Reset, Rejuvenate Montpelier's vision of itself for its locals
and visitors,
Create opportunities for work and living affordably, not gentrification
Engage citizens in detail mapping and prioritizing public works repairs
Postpone $600K Confluence Park and $16M shit-cake dryer bond
Postpone $2M land purchase of prior Elk's Club property. Negotiate option
with Ribolini
Transparency and Accountability
Strict adherence to public records and open meeting laws
Public Records Inventory and locating system, including minutes, reports
Recruit a new city Manager when current contract ends in March.
New website platform designed for ease of use and simplicity
Non-Profits accepting city funds will be subject to public records laws.
Accountability of city employees time and tasks to enhance productivity
Restore Faith and Trust in government for citizens at all income levels.

Equity and Moderation in Expenses and Investments
Reduce Property Taxes to rational base rate affordable by regular folk
Remove from the budget all unnecessary, fluffy and vanity expenses
Fair and transparent assessment of both commercial/residential properties
Develop a variety of housing and shelter opportunities near-term
Investigate rent control options and impact fees for AirB&B conversions
Air B&B registration and Impact Fees to support renters/homeless
Support seniors within our community with better transportation.
Public toilets immediately installed/negotiated throughout downtown
Prioritize district heat economic sustainability and use in more buildings
Compassionate and Dignified Support for the Unhoused
Construct insulated tent shelters for unhoused, shower and toilet trailers
Home Farm Road, former FoodWorks property has water and sewer.
Integrated in-town shelter for most vulnerable women and children
Integrated in-town services and shelter with day labor work opportunities
24 Hour restrooms at City Hall
Support services/training to reintegrate workers into our sustainable
workforce
Renegotiate $1/year lease for Transit Center to include lockers and showers
Transportation
Prioritize overdue maintenance of streets, sidewalks, curbs and drains
Accelerate passenger rail planning for Barre to Montpelier Junction
Electric Vehicle Chargers on bridges and new lot behind Drawing Board
Revive parking options discussion with State and with "The Pit"
stakeholders
Strengthen planning with the State around parking, passenger rail and
PILOT
Protect the Environment

Integrity essential to environmental stewardship goal
Clean and maintain polluted and fragile Riverbanks and multi-use path
No more import of PFAS leachate or toxics prostitution of Montpelier's rivers
Measure and minimize Combined Sewer Overflow spills into river.
Eliminate Sewer Overflow as soon as possible - restore swim-able waters
Police Reform and Regionalization of Communications
Create a standing Police Oversight Commission to investigate and clear
malfeasance
Implement purpose built body-cams and support systems ASAP
Emphasize Police as a Peace Force, de-escalating mental and domestic
crises
Strengthen Regional cooperation around public safety communications
Integrate Police technology expenses with regional plan for preparedness
Accelerate Montpelier dispatch transition to a regional PSAP/dispatch with
fail-over
Participatory governance/oversight of expenses by dispatch served towns
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Montpelier City Council appears to be just going through the motions of public engagement here.
Basically, holding public hearings on the budget with no intent to really make any cuts or adds
This is more of a defense of a status quo.
It is frequently, and cynically believed that whatever goes on the ballot will be approved, no matter how
lavish the spending, Montpelier voters will not vot a budget or a bond down. Its time to change that
cynicism.
I characterize this as blank check entitlement as a status quo budget framework. No matter how many
or how loud folks complain about the tax burden or the miserable maintenance, City Hall is entitled to
do what they want. Time to stop this misperception. There is a break point.
Locals cannot afford to live in town any more. Apartments are extremely expensive and getting higher.
More apartments are being converted to AirB&B, further tightening the rental market. More people are
homeless and living in cars or on couches. This too needs to change.
The city council members have been remiss in getting their head around this budget for a long time,
allowing the city manager to mis-manage the process, to continue to defer long overdue maintenance.
Basically, to run Montpelier into a deeper deficit of infrastructure repair backlog, on the scale of tens of
millions if not $30M. And that hole is now going to take years and years to dig out of, once we do begin.
And that hard work can only begin when we change our priorities, change our city manager and make a
fresh start, a reset, a profound renewal of some realistic priorities.
In the category of budget adds, we need to designate some money, ballpark $20K to $25K for ORCA
Media to work with a expert audio/video designer and get the City Council Chambers and Memorial
room microphone speakers and display screens improved to support citizen engagement in the
process. That includes both remotely and for those present. That's a realistic price to include hyrid
meetings linkages to speakers, microphones, possibly a few new cameras and LCD display screen on
the center post for the people in the back of the Memorial room who aren't close enough to see a dimly
lit screen with the lights on projected onto the wall behind the mayor's seat.

We continue to count on revenues from Parking meters that we in effect steal from unwary tourists and
locals on holidays when we should bag them. That's an unethical thing to ignore that's been brought to
Councils' attention again, and again.
The police have no technology plan at all. It would be premature to purchase $400K dispatch consoles
just because they say they want them. They still have five years of useful life. There are spare parts
available. They are out of service because Motorola wants to accelerate the purchase of new IP
consoles. But Barre City is not ready to buy new consoles either even though they want them. But we
potentially are going to spend hundreds of thousands of dollars each in Barre and Montpelier under the
false impression that these two dispatch centers can fail over to each other and handle each other's
work in a failover mode and nothing could be further from the truth. There is no plan for that. There is
no interoperability for that. A Regional center is likely to be planned and funded sooner and those
combined $700K in consoles may not be required any longer.

The Police vehicle radio repeaters. Again, have not been planned nor scrutinized for integration with a
regional need or plan. The FirstNet versus Verizon cell contract decision. No coverage maps exist to
compare the leap. The state is beginning to do cell coverage mapping, finally, after six or seven years
of arguing that they should. They'll be doing it this winter. So we should wait on any FirstNet/AT&T or
Verizon decision until that mapping is completed to make sure we're not switching to a worse network.
AT&T misrepresented the truth of their priority and preemption features in a proposal to Montpelier and
no one in the PD knew the difference.
There's no consistency with the Televate regional radio needs assessment with the proposed tens of
thousands of dollars or hundreds of thousands of dollars in purchasing by the police department. So
there needs to be independent review and due diligence scrutiny of those wants. Those plans need to
be documented and put forth for scrutiny review, comment. So that is the real job of the city council.
Has it done its due diligence on the wish list of the police department? The Sewer Department?
We need to fund a rewrite of the downtown core master plan. The city manager was warned not to waste
the money he just spent. The city council was warned that the $200K+ just spent would be potentially
wasted because the legal appeals on the garage were pending at the time and the presumption for the
plan included the garage. That indeed turned out not to be the case. So, the downtown core master
plan that we just spent hundreds of thousands of dollars on is virtually useless, and needs to be redone
without the garage.
We need the walkways to interconnect from the multi-use path down to the Heney Lot and the Capitol
Plaza lot mid-level. Those ramps were on the path design earlier and they were removed with no
explanation and no paper trail ror documentation of why they were removed. Missing public records is
becoming a theme! But for 20-something years walkability, maintaining and enhancing walkability
throughout the town has been one of our goals and yet we sorely neglected that as we built the multiuse path without making provision to build a curved ramp down to the Heney Lot along that retaining
wall. A 90 year old woman shound not be forced to scamper up two slippery mud or ice slopes to reach
the path to Shaws!
Confluence Park is a gross waste of money and at this point is unnecessary. It's not going anywhere.
We don't need it right now. It can be postponed and pursued five years from now. There's no need to
invest $600,000 in public money on another feel good, bragging rights project. We have way too many
other priorities that need overdue attention. We haven't even been able to maintain the bike path or our
existing Parks. Guertin Park. Hubbard Park, Gateway Park, Peace Park. Without proper maintenance
and maintenance plans, and proper staffing and protocols for who's going to do the mowing and the
trash pickup, who's going to clean up under the bridge where Guertin Park used to be. We have no
business spending more money on more Parks, just for bragging rights.

The homelessness task force is doing a lot of self-dealing $45,000 to pay 12 hours of Dawn's time a
week. So somebody's skimming off the top and that money is going to waste and it should be
rescinded. They are hopelessly ineffective and any future City funds to Good Sam or Another Way
must be contingent on contractual compliance with public records laws.
I think new expenses we should budget, maybe $200,000 for soft shelters, insulated tents, camping
sites, with utilities, and trailers for showers and toilets for our unhoused population. God knows we treat
animals better than we dignify and support our fellow humans. We should prevail upon the state to fund
some number of winterized shower and toilet trailers that can be well maintained and used for disaster
preparedness reserves anywhere in the state, hauled when necessary. Hopefully by then we will have
permenantly housed the folks that need to use them right now.
There's currently $425,000 proposed for a "Housing Hub". Which makes no sense. If we're going to
continue to talk about housing instead of putting shelter over people's heads, dignified shelter, over

people's heads with privacy and sanitation, secure storage of personal effects, we're lying to
ourselves. We are going to have a hub for all that talk, all that hot air? We need to get our thinking straight
and act to create safe shelter.
Electric Chargers - Don't buy one charger for $50,000. We should be planning to put at least 10 Level 2
Chargers in the new parking lot behind Drawing Board. We should be planning to put four chargers at
least on Rialto Bridge, on Langdon Street Bridge and on School Street Bridge. In those locations we
can wire them from below without expensive ditching and folks can shop and eat while their vehicles
charge.
CENTRAL VERMONT PUBLIC SAFETY AUTHORITY
CVPSA needs more money than the $30,000 they're putting on the budget for the voters. The city
should put some more ARPA dollars into this planning because the city is necessarily going to become
a paying partner and a benificiary in a regional Authority. But the planning, the engineering, the radio
design, the integration of LTE-LMR portable radios and vehicle-mounted radios and repeaters for fire
trucks and police are all parts of an engineering design, which needs to be be funded and that's going
to cost tens of thousands of dollars.
The City website needs total upgrede. I believe some money's already in there. I've given some detail about
that.
$27 million dollars in bonds? East State Street, the Recreation land. We have no business buying land
without a plan for what we're going to do with it. Steve Ribolini will hold it for us. We might negotiate a
first option on the land or a deferred purchase or an owner financed purchase. But to bond $2M dollars
before we've even got proposals from a housing developer or designed a Rec Center or some
combination thereof? I also don't think that that's a good location for a Rec Center, unless you plan on
people getting in their cars to drive there. People are not going to walk or bike out the path all that
distance to a Rec center. So if we're serious about goals of reducing transportation and greenhouse
gasses, we also should accelerate rail. Prevail upon the transportation agency to get the rail upgraded
between Barre and Montpelier to handle light passenger transport.
$250K in LED Street lighting? We've got higher priorities than spending another quarter million on
Street Lighting. The energy savings from the LEDs is not going to pay back for at least 10 years can be
delayed a year or two while we take care of some of the real hazards, the trip hazards, and and failing
storm drains. Our light bulbs do not emit greenhouse gasses. Its another vanity, feel-good project with
small savings spread out too long. more for bragging rights.

Failed sidewalks and curbs. It reminds me of the quarter million we recently spent on the WayFinding
signs that point every which way but up, uselessly including the big phallic sign out on Memorial Drive
that was totally unnecessary, a waste of money and ugly. All of them need a sign showing "No
bathroom this way". "No bathroom that way".
East State Street, I'm glad that we're going to finally address that storm drain sewer gas revulsion. I would
like to know whether they are going to be prepared with those bid documents at the start of the fiscal
year or before. And because there's going to be a severe constraint with the capacity of the
construction companies, Dubois and others that are able to take on those projects. And we could end
up waiting a year or two to get the project even started if we don't award that bid as soon as possible.
Body-worn cameras for Police. There has been no adequate diligence and yet money in in the budget
to support it. The Axon camaera is safer then some cheaper smart phone experiment. I have
advocated for a purpose-built camera rather than a smartphone, which is going to end up not getting
turned on at a critical moment because the officers going to say, "I couldn't take my eyes off the
situational awareness, in order to turn the camera on." It's a smartphone, not a camera, but it's not
designed to be a body camera. Last week Council was told that AXON made a presentation to the

Council. That too turned out to not be true. I've searched thirteen years of City Council minutes and
there was no presentation by Axon and the written proposal is missing, another public record
disappeared by staff. Lack of accountability and impunity is corruption.
A standing Police Oversight Commission is necessary to root out the lies, the theft, the harassment
and the coverups. The shooting of Mark Johnson, unnecessarily killing a mentally distress Montpelier
citizen, has yet to be addressed, acknowledged as a mistake and let the trauma healing begin. Instead,
it was swept under the rug by the current Mayor.
City mismanager stated "Emergency Management funding has been decreased slightly." Emergency
Management funding decrease is like postponing work on our water and sewer, drainage, sidewalks.
It's basically deferred maintenance with a high-risk for people to get hurt. People get hurt when they're
a front scooter wheels fall in the gap on each end of the new pedestrian bridge, the
multi-use path across the North Branch. That gap-guard was destroyed. The aluminum plate strip was
destroyed by a city snowplow a year or more ago. I was told months ago it was getting replaced by
something, maybe steel, that would be anchored from the bottom that still hasn't happened. The gaps
are still there. The hazards are still there. It's just another example of our misplaced priorities.

The government, the city needs an in-house attorney to hold the city manager accountable on public
records requests and appeals. The city council clearly is not willing to take on that responsibility and so
continues to allow the city manager to get away with repeatedly violating the law. This is absolutely
absurd. I will be soon filing a public records request for the annual accumulated expenses for attorneys
by the city. The city needs IT Support in-house, as well as in-house legal support if we're really going to
get caught up on the deficiencies and the mismanagement that we've suffered for too many years.
The city needs a redemption center for bottles and cans. Some of the folks that live on the margins
absolutely need to be able to both help with the littering problem and the waste disposal problem and to
generate some, however modest, revenues from that. It was short-sighted to get rid of M&M without
first making provision for a replacement redemption facility. Homeless and poor do not have vehicles to
drive redeemables to Barre.
We need to focus on supporting the homeless in a meaningful way, not just talk. We need safe shelter.
We may need to arrange the Home Farm Road, for example, as a location where 10 or 20 tents private, insulated tents could reside with water and sewer hookups connected to a trailer for sanitation
and showers. In the long-term, we could consider some kind of tiny home clusters in that same location
and in other locations.
So downtown maintenance, we need to deal with a constant, chronic problem of garbage cans
overflowing, sidewalk gaps, trip hazards, frost heave tilts. We need a vacuum cleaner and we need to
pay somebody to walk around and keep the salt and dust and dog waste cleaned up, against the
buildings, on the sidewalks. These are the areas where all our traffic calming techniques have made it
impossible for the street sweeper to go with the vacuum. In effect, it would clean up after the street
sweeper, which tends to leave as much debris as it picks up.
Storm drains, as I said, Elm Street had eight or ten inches of water, sidewalk to sidewalk and all the
way up against Bent Nails door, water covering the sidewalk to the corner of the building.
Crisis Intervention Team. We need to restructure our multitude of committees and task forces and put
realistic expectations on them and schedule deliverables. We've developed a sprawling collection of
task forces and it's created a false perception that this relieves the city council of those responsibilities.
If the task force fails in effect, allowing the task force to be the straw man or the Fall Guy, for why things
don't get done, who benefits? But the tasks and the charges for which these task forces were created

need to be accountably reviewed, monitored and held to a schedule. And if not, then disband them and
get the work done by the city council itself, or city council assigning priorities to staff.
The city council at large has become so complacent allowing private conversations between the Mayor
of the City misManager to allow everyone to abdicate their responsibilities to conduct the city business
in a responsible, transparent and ethical fashion with due diligence.
Those are my suggested cuts. We do not need both an assistant city manager and a dysfunctional city
manager. We should eliminate one of those positions. We should replace this city manager at the
expiration of the current contract in March. Start a search immediately and cap the salary at $100K.
There are experienced candidates out there who would be more than happy to take on the task of
restructuring and reforming and redirecting, regenerating and renewing Montpelier, and willing to move
here. Maybe offer housing support benefit? That would be a savings of more than $100K dollars over what
we're spending now, that we're clearly not getting our money's worth.

That concludes my budget comments. I see no way to realistically convinced this Council to amend the
budget. So I'm going to do two things. I'm going to announce my candidacy for mayor.
And I am going to encourage all the voters to vote down this budget, this bloated irresponsible budget
that you refuse to amend and to make rational. And in the event that by some long shot, I am mayor,
we will have a new city manager to work with, and we will reopen the budget process from the base,.
Its called zero base budgeting, and tune it to the realistic needs of Montpelierites, lowering property
taxes, cutting the fat out of the budget, taking the extraneous and fluffy expenses out of the budget and
Renewing Faith and Hope and Trust in Government.
Thank you.

Stephen Whitaker

